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We performed complex clinical and hygienic research on 234 workers suffering from occupational bronchitis; they were employed in petrochemical industry, mining, civil engineering, as well as in construction.
Group of workers with occupational diseases comprised hose suffering from dust bronchitis and toxic-dust bronchitis. Workers employed in the examined branches had to work under exposure to production aerosols with
complex structure and they working conditions had 3.2–3.4 hazard degree. We showed that occupational factors
exerted negative influence on workers' health as they caused occupational bronchitis development, grave complications, and frequent associated diseases evolvement. The paper dwells on the results of our research on lipid
peroxidation products content in workers exposed to production aerosols. We detected increased activity of free
radical oxidation caused by impacts exerted by production aerosols; here we revealed that growth in lipid peroxidation products depended on duration of work under hazardous conditions. We set a goal to detect correlation between polymorph gene types of xenobiotics transformation enzymes and occupational bronchitis evolvement via polymerase chain reaction technique; to achieve this, we analyzed polymorphic locuses in a group of
sick workers (131 people) and healthy ones (156 people). We determined genetic markers which had protective
significance in terms of occupational bronchitis evolvement risk. The research results prove that occupational
bronchitis nature and peculiarities of its clinic picture are determined both by occupational impacts and individual features of a worker's body.
Key words: working conditions, risk factors, production aerosols, workers, occupational bronchitis, health
state, health parameters, xenobiotics transformation genes.

Today occupational diseases of the respiratory tract which occur at industrial enterprises are a great medical and social challenge as they are widely spread and do substantial economic damage due to persistent

temporary disability of qualified staff [2,
4].
"Dust" diseases are multi-factor ones as
they are caused by complex impacts exerted
by environmental and genetic factors [5, 6,
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7, 12, 17, 19].
A lot of research proves that production
aerosols are a risk factor causing occupational bronchitis [3, 4, 9]. Production aerosols tend to contain various components and
their complex impacts on respiratory organs
together with multiple factors of exogenous
and endogenous nature existing at different
productions lead to a great variety in clinical signs of occupational bronchitis [1, 13,
15, 18].
A human body can possible have an individual response to impacts exerted by occupational environment factors; this response can often be determined by genetic
polymorphism of enzymes which participate in biological transformation of xenobiotics, There are scientific papers which
prove a contribution made by polymorphic
cytochrome P-450 genes and glutathione
transferase genes in pathogenetic mechanisms of occupational bronchopulmonary
system diseases [8, 14].
Our research goal was to study clinical
and hygienic peculiarities of how bronchitis
evolved and its clinical course in workers
exposed to production aerosols.
Data and methods. We performed a
profound examination of 234 patients suffering from occupational bronchitis and
treated in the in-patient clinic of Ufimskiy
Scientific Research Institute for Occupational Medicine and Human Ecology. All
patients were under dynamic observation
since they had their diagnosis put; they
were workers employed in petrochemical
industry, mining, civil engineering, and in
construction. We applied sanitary-hygienic
techniques, clinical-laboratory techniques,
molecular-genetic ones and statistic methods.
Working conditions the examined patients had to function in were assessed as
per sanitary-hygienic properties of working
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conditions provided by Rospotrebnadzor
Bashkortostan regional office; the assessment also allowed for results obtained by
researchers from Labor Hygiene and Physiology Department of Ufimskiy Scientific
Research Institute for Occupational Medicine and Human Ecology. We assessed occupational routes and working period spent
under production dust impacts as well as
occurrence of such predisposing hazardous
factors as air temperature and humidity in a
working area and physical loads.
Clinical-laboratory research included a
complete blood count, biochemical blood
study, microbiological examination of sputum, respiratory organs X-ray study, external respiration (ventilation function) assessment, and cardiac ultrasound. Peripheral
blood parameters were assessed via electronic-pulse calculation of blood cells with
"Sysmax" hematologic automatic analyzer
(Japan). To assess intensity of free radical
lipid oxidation, we detected malonic dialdehyde in blood serum via spectrophotometry.
We performed a general sputum analysis, as
well as analyzed it as per microflora content
and its sensitivity to antibiotics. External
respiration function was examined via computer flowmetry with "Spirolab II" spirometer.
The examined patients suffering from
occupational bronchitis were divided into
two groups depending on a production aerosol structure and nature:
Group I was made of patients with toxic-dust bronchitis caused by a production
aerosol which contained toxic and/or allergenic compounds dust (140 people). Group
II were patients suffering from dust bronchitis caused by weakly fibrogenic dust
with low allergenic metals content (94 people). Males vs. females ratio amounted to
68% and 32% in group I, and 75% and 25%
in group II correspondingly. Average age at
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which occupational bronchitis was detected
was 46.76±7.72. Age and working period
didn't have any significant discrepancies in
both groups. 156 healthy workers employed
at an ore mining and processing plant with
working period under hazardous conditions
equal to 10 years were included into our
reference group; they all didn't have respiratory organs pathology in their case history
and were considered to be fit for further
employment at their working places. Working period under hazardous conditions
amounted to 13.28±6.6 years, and average
age was 43.37±0.55 years.
All the examined patients from groups I
and II were combined and then divided into
smokers and non-smokers. Active smokers
group comprised 112 people (47.9%), and
ex-smokers group was made up of 41
(17.5%). 122 people were non-smokers
(52.1%). A smoker's index was calculated
for each smoker.
Molecular and genetic research was
performed on 131 patients suffering from
occupational bronchitis and on 156 healthy
workers form the reference group. DNA
was extracted as per a conventional technique of phenol-chloroform extraction [16].
We applied polymerase chain reaction of
DNA synthesis to analyze polymorphic
types of the first xenobiotics biotransformation phase genes (A2455G of CYP1A1
gene, C1053T of CYP2E1 gene, A415G of
EPHX1 gene) and the second xenobiotics
biotransformation phase genes (GSTM1,
GSTT1 and GSTP1 genes). 53 people with
dust bronchitis and 78 people with toxicdust bronchitis were included into an occupational patients group. All the patients
were distributed into three groups as per
their diseases severity: mild disease (38),
average severity (21) and severe disease
(72).
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We performed mathematical processing
with "Stitistica v.6.6" software («StatSoft»),
and MS Office Excel 2007 applying Student's t-criterion, χ2 criterion with Yates
correction for fourfold tables, and Fischer's
criterion. Dependencies were estimated as
per odds ratio, (OR).
Results and discussion. Basing on the
performed complex of clinical and hygienic
research we detected that toxic-dust bronchitis evolvement was related to long-term
exposure of workers employed in petrochemistry, chemical industry, and at welding workshops (average working period
22.65±0.54 ) to production aerosols containing dust of toxic and/or allergenic compounds in concentrations which were 6-11
times higher than MPC (hazard class 3.33.4) together with unfavorable microclimate, in-plant noise, and labor process
hardness (hazard class 3.1-3.2).
Dust bronchitis evolved due to exposure to weakly fibrogenic dust (average
working period 22.61±0.53) which contained 6-8% of silicone dioxide. Patients
suffering from dust bronchitis were mostly
workers employed in underground pyrite
ore mining and personnel of engineering
workshops at civil engineering enterprises.
Exposure to dust in concentrations 7-12
times higher than MPC (hazard class 3.33.4) when working period was long was
frequently combined with negative impacts
exerted by vibrations, noise, and unfavorable microclimate, and with physical loads
(hazard class 3.1-3.2).
When analyzing complaints we revealed that cough prevailed among them all
in each patient: 29.5% had non-productive
cough, 45.7% had cough with mucoid sputum, 24.8% had cough with mucopurulent
sputum. 25.6% complained on dyspnea during intensive exercise and fast walking,
50.4% had it during moderate exercise, 9%
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had it even at rest, and only 14.9% patients
didn't have such complaints. 34.2% patients
had occasional wheezing and apparent
dyspnea. 52.1% patients from group II and
41.4% patients from group I had mucoid
sputum (χ2=15.1; p=0.0007; df=1). Mucopurulent sputum was more frequently detected in patients from group I (30.7%) than
from group II (16.0%) (χ2=5.80; p=0.017;
df=1). Clinical and functional deviations
grew as the disease progressed and complications occurred. Objective signs corresponded to a stage of the disease. patients
groups were comparable in terms of breathing disorders gravity and repeatability of
complaints.
As we examined external respiration
functions and applied x-ray diagnostics in
the examined patients' groups we revealed
signs of bronchopulmonary obstruction and
lung emphysema in 62% patients and it
gave us grounds to diagnose chronic obstructive lung disease. 38% of the examined
patients had chronic non-obstructive bronchitis, 37.2% had diffuse pulmonary fibrosis, 24.8% had pulmonary hypertension
signs. We detected radiological changes of
cellular type which were characteristic for
bronchictasia in 26.9% cases. Patients from
group I had bronchictasia (χ2=4.19; р=0.04;
df=1) and chronic pulmonary heart (30.0%
against 17.02%) authentically more frequently than patients from group II (χ2
=4.410; р=0.03; df=1).
Patients suffering from occupational
bronchitis had increased leucocytes, stab
neutrophils, monocytes, and ESR in 38%
cases; they had dysproteinemia (hypoalbuminaemia mostly due to increased α2-, βglobulins contents) in 18% cases.
Our research on free radical processes
activity in patients groups I and II revealed
increased intensity of lipid peroxidation
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which was 2.3 times higher than in the reference group (р<0.001) (Table1).
Table 1
Lipid peroxidation products levels in
patients groups I and II, M ± m
Parameter

Group I

Group II

Reference
group

Malonic
5,53 ±
5,47 ±
2,42 ±
dialdehyde,
0,8*
0,7*
0,04
µmol/l
Note: * – validity of discrepancy with the
reference group (р<0.001).

Patients suffering from occupational
bronchitis tended to have greater lipid peroxidation activity estimated as per malonic dialdehyde contents as they working
experience became longer.
As we performed microbiological examination of sputum we revealed that
74.8% patients with occupational bronchitis had mostly bacterial microflora consisting of 2-4 component associations.
Bacteria from Staphylococcus (75.1%)
stem and Streptococcus (62.6%) stem prevailed among microorganisms detected in
patients. Bacteria from Enterobacteriacea
family
and
gram-negative
nonfermentative bacteria were less frequently
detected, in 18.7 and 13.8% patients correspondingly.
The greatest number of people with
diagnostically significant seeding was detected in patients' group I where such bacteria as Kl. pneumoniaе occurred 3.4 times
more frequently than in group II; fungi
Candida from stem, 2.7 times more frequently, and Br. Catarrhalis, 2.5 times
more frequently (Figure 1).
Smoking as an independent factor can
make a substantial contribution into chronic
bronchitis development in people exposed to
production aerosols [10, 11, 20].
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Figure 1. Microflora seeded from sputum
of the examined patients from
groups I and II, %
We analyzed ventilation disorders in patients depending on their smoker status allowing for an important contribution made
by smoking in chronic bronchitis genesis.
Non-smokers prevailed among patients suffering from occupational bronchitis with I
degree of respiratory failure. Smokers and
ex-smokers much more frequently had grave
chronic bronchitis with apparent respiratory
failure of II-III degree. Respiratory failure
became more grave as a smoker index grew.
As most occupational factors are polytropic and workers are under combined exposure to several hazardous factors it determines frequent occurrence of associated diseases in patients suffering from occupational
bronchitis.
19.2% examined patients had associated
occupational pathology in other organs and
systems; 9.4% of them had three occupational diseases, and 1.7% suffered from even
four of them. As a rule, such diseases
evolved in workers with long-term working
experience (more than 20 years) and they
tended to develop gradually and become
chronic. Sensorimotor system pathology
prevailed in the morbidity structure and it
was mostly represented by vegetativesensory polyneuropathy (13.25%), chronic
lumbosacral radiculopathy (3.0%), scapuloHealth Risk Analysis. 2017. no. 3

humeral periarthrosis (3.8%), and humeral
epicondylitis (1.3%). Occupational ENTorgans pathology was detected in 5.0% patients (sensorineural hearing loss and allergic
rhinitis).
We performed a retrospective analysis
of medical files on 82 patients suffering from
occupational bronchitis (852 case histories)
with observation period over each patient
being longer than 10 years. The analysis revealed authentic deterioration of all the ventilation parameters by the end of the examined period with transformation into obstructive and restrictive-obstructive disorders.
When patients had their first examination in a medical-social examination office
we detected significant specific weight of
disability (61.5% patients with toxic-dust
bronchitis and 40% with dust bronchitis),
19.2% patients from group I and 20.0% patients from group II had the 2nd degree disability; 42.3% and 20.0% correspondingly
had the 3rd degree disability. By the end of
the examined period (after 10 years) a share
of people with confirmed disability grew by
11.6% in group I and by 26.7% in group II.
We should note that a number of people with
more grave disability (2nd degree) increased
by 23.1% in group I and by 6.7% in group II.
We compared patients with occupational bronchitis and healthy workers in order to
identify genotypes associated with predisposition to bronchopulmonary system failures.
We didn't reveal any substantial discrepancies between the overall sampling of people
with occupational bronchitis and the reference group as per polymorphic locuses of
CYP2E1, GSTM1 and GSTT1 genes
We detected statistically significant increase up to 23.7% in *2C allele of A2455G
polymorphic variant of CYP1A1 gene in
healthy workers in comparison with 13.5%
in people with occupational bronchitis
(χ2=7.05; р=0.009), and it marked their re-
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sistance to the disease (OR=0.50; 95%CI
0.30-0.84).
Examination of frequencies distribution
for microsomal epoxide hydrolase (EPHX1)
gene phenotypes revealed increase up to
20.5% in frequency of fast microsomal
epoxide hydrolase phenotype among health
workers in comparison with 10.9% among
patients with occupational bronchitis
(χ2=4.18; р=0.041) which can mean that
people with fast epoxide hydrolase phenotype have greater adaptability. So, fast phenotype of T337C polymorphic variant of
EPHX1 gene is in this case a resistance factor which reduces risks of occupational
bronchitis evolvement (OR=0.47; 95%CI
0.23-0.97).
Analysis of A313G polymorphic variant
of GSTP1 gene revealed increase up to
45.5% in *A*G heterozygote genotype in
healthy workers in comparison with 31.2%
in patients with occupational bronchitis
(χ2=5.38; p=0.021). Presumably *A*G genotype is a marker showing resistance to occupational bronchitis evolvement (OR=0.54;
95%CI 0.32-0.92) (Table 2).
Table 2
Frequencies distribution for A313G
polymorphic variant of GSTP1 gene in
patients with occupational bronchitis and
in the reference group

discrepancies. Frequency of *1A*2С genotype of CYP1A1 gene A2455G polymorphic
variant was more than 2 times lower among
patients with toxic-dust bronchitis (10.4%)
in comparison with the reference group
(23.7%) (χ2=4.23; p=0.039; df=1), which
was a marker showing resistance to toxicdust bronchitis evolvement (OR=0.37;
95%CI 0.14-0.96).
Comparison of toxic-dust and dust
bronchitis based on the analysis of polymorphic variants of microsomal monooxygenase
system genes and antioxidation protection
genes showed a basic similarity of occupational bronchitis pathogenesis which occurred due to weakly fibrogenic dust inhalation and due to inhalation of a production
aerosol with complicated structure including
generally toxic substances and sensitizing
substances.
Analysis of A2455G polymorphic variant of СYP1A1 gene in groups of patients
with various clinical course revealed that
*1А*2С heterozygote genotype of A2455G
polymorphic variant of СYP1A1 gene was
detected in 35.3% patients with mild disease
severity, in 22.2% patients with average disease severity, and in 12.5% patients with severe disease and it wasn't at all detected in
patients with extremely severe disease (χ2
=13.89; р=0.031; df=6) (Figure 2).

Patients with
Reference
occupational
group
Genotype
χ2
p
bronchitis
n
%
n
%
*A*A
75
60,0 79 50,6 2,09 0,149
*A*G
39
31,2 71 45,5 5,38 0,021
*G*G
11
8,8
6 3,9 2,19 0,139

We performed comparative analysis of
frequencies distribution for genotypes and
polymorphic locuses alleles of CYP2E1, Figure. 2. Frequencies distribution for genEPHX, GSTM1, GSTT1 genes in groups of otypes of A2455G polymorphic variant of
CYP1A1 gene in patients from group II
patients with toxic-dust bronchitis and dust
depending on diseases severity
bronchitis and didn't reveal any significant
88
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CYP1A1*1A*2С heterozygote genotype can be considered a protective factor
in relation to bronchitis evolvement in the
group of patients suffering from toxic-dust
bronchitis.
So, our research allowed us to detect
that a nature of evolving occupational
bronchitis and peculiarities in its clinical
picture were determined not only by hazardous occupational factors but also by individual peculiarities of a patient. Due to
our examining polymorphism of xenobiotics biotransformation enzymes genes we
revealed genetic markers associated with
workers' resistance to occupational bronchitis.
Conclusions:
1. Workers employed in the examined
economic branches had to function in
working conditions characterized with prevailing exposure to production aerosols
with complicated structure corresponding
to 3.2-.4 hazard class. Workers employed
at petrochemical and chemical enterprises
and at welding workshops mostly suffered
from toxic-dust bronchitis caused by exposure to a production aerosol with complicated structure containing generally toxic,
sensitizing and irritating dust; workers employed in mining and civil engineering suffered from so called dust bronchitis caused
by exposure to weakly fibrogenic dust with

low allergenic metals content as opposed to
group I.
2. Occupational bronchitis in workers
exposed to production aerosols had a number of peculiarities: the diseases tended to
progress which led to early disablement
due to obstructive-restrictive disorders
growth, prompt occurrence of various infections, and grave complications including pulmonary heart.
3. We detected hyperactivation of free
radical oxidation processes under longterm exposure to production aerosols; we
also detected authentic increase in lipid peroxidation products as working experience
under hazardous conditions grew.
4. There are protective markers in relation to occupational bronchitis evolvement.
They are *2С allele of A2455G polymorphic variant of CYP1A1 gene, AG genotype of A313G polymorphic variant of
GSTP1 gene, and fast phenotype of Т337С
polymorphic variant of EPHX1 gene.
*1А*2С genotype of A2455G polymorphic
variant of CYP1A1 gene is associated with
milder clinical course of dust bronchitis.
5. We present a set of informative molecular-genetic and biochemical markers
which can be used in assessing risks of occupational bronchitis evolvement and in
individual forecasts for the disease clinical
course.
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